Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Since the emergence of data mining, there is a plethora of methods introduced to extract frequent itemsets  \[[@CR2]\]. However, rare itemset mining (RIM) discovers unusual events (known as rare itemsets). Discovering rare itemsets provides useful information in many domains since it extracts an uncommon valuable knowledge from datasets. RIM is widely used in many applications such as market basket analysis  \[[@CR2]\], predicting telecommunication equipment failures  \[[@CR8]\], identifying fraudulent credit card transactions  \[[@CR9]\], medical diagnosis  \[[@CR10]\], and adverse drug reactions  \[[@CR15]\]. For instance, in the health care domain, frequently discovering (known) complications are less interesting than rarely (unexpected) complications that may be more important to be discovered as early as possible. Therefore, discovering unusual events (rare itemsets) is more interesting, and it comes into the focus since it may help us to avoid adverse consequences. Traditional mining methods extract rare itemsets by setting a very low support threshold, which leads to an over-generation of itemsets. Thus, analyzing a large amount of itemsets is computationally expensive. To overcome this issue, a high support threshold is used, which leads to a loss of interesting rare itemsets. Thus, extracting rare itemsets is a challenge, and it is called a rare item problem  \[[@CR11]\]. To handle the rare item problem, there are various methods proposed  \[[@CR1], [@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR6]\]. These methods can be classified based on their traversal of the search space into breadth-first search and depth-first search  \[[@CR19]\]. Breadth-first search methods use the most well-known algorithm called an apriori algorithm  \[[@CR2]\] to mine rare itemsets. These methods inherit apriori algorithm's drawbacks (overly huge candidate sets, redundant scans over the data). To overcome these shortcomings, depth-first search methods have been introduced to mine rare itemsets by utilizing an FP-tree structure  \[[@CR12]\]. A prominent FP-tree-based algorithm to mine rare itemsets is RP-growth  \[[@CR6]\]. The RP-growth algorithm solves the shortcomings of apriori-based algorithms in terms of time and memory consumption. However, it generates an unnecessary amount of conditional trees, which compromises search time and storage consumption in sparse datasets  \[[@CR14]\]. However, especially sparse datasets contain many uncommon patterns. Hence, how to design an efficient mining method for rare itemsets mining on sparse datasets is still critical research. In this paper, we propose the RPP algorithm for discovering rare itemsets. The RPP algorithm is inspired by a novel data structure, N-list  \[[@CR13]\], to generate interesting rare itemsets. The following steps summarize the contribution of this paper.

An RPPC-tree is constructed to maintain all information needed to extract rare itemsets. It is constructed from transactions that contain at least one rare item.An RN-list of all interesting rare items is created.The RN-list of rare items are used in the mining process to generate the whole set of rare itemsets by intersecting these lists.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The concept of rare itemset mining is presented in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} and relevant literature is introduced in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. The details of the proposed algorithm, the RPP algorithm, is explained in Sect. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. Sections [5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} and [6](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"} present the performance results and conclusion, respectively.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

To understand the basic concepts of RIM, let us consider the following motivating example.

**Motivating example:** given a transaction dataset DB in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, let maximum support threshold (*maxSup*) and rare support threshold (*minSup*) be 0.80, 0.40, respectively. The task of rare itemset mining is to extract the set of all rare itemsets with support not less than *minSup* but also not exceeding *maxSup*.

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------

Rare itemsets: An itemset X is called rare itemset if its occurrence frequency in a given dataset is less than the user given minimum support threshold, *freqSup*, such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Sup(X)<freqSup$$\end{document}$.

Definition 2 {#FPar2}
------------

Interesting rare itemsets: An itemset *X* whose support satisfies the following conditions is called the interesting rare itemset: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ Sup(X)<maxSup \wedge Sup(X)\ge minSup . $$\end{document}$

Table 1.A simple dataset.TIDItemsOrdered items1a, b, c, db, c, a, d2b, db, d3a, b, c, eb, c, a, e4c, d, e, hc, d, e5a, b, c, gb, c, a

For instance, the itemset {ce : 2} in the motivating example is called interesting rare itemset since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Sup(X) = 0.40$$\end{document}$ which is less than *maxSup* and it is greater or equals to the *minSup*.

Related Work {#Sec3}
============

Rare itemset methods can be classified based on the exploration of the search space into two categories. The first category includes level-wise exploration methods that depend on the downward closure property for pruning uninteresting itemsets  \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. The second category uses a level-depth exploration  \[[@CR6], [@CR21]\].

Level-Wise Exploration Methods {#Sec4}
------------------------------

Level-wise exploration methods work similar to an apriori algorithm  \[[@CR2]\]. These methods generate k-itemsets (itemsets of cardinality *k*) with using ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k-1$$\end{document}$)-itemsets by utilizing the downward closure property. In  \[[@CR1]\], an apriori-inverse algorithm is proposed to extract rare itemsets that have a support below a maximum support threshold (*maxSup*). It works similar to the apriori algorithm except that in the first step the apriori-inverse algorithm generates 1-itemsets that do not satisfy *maxSup*. In  \[[@CR3]\], two algorithms are presented to detect rare itemsets. In the first step, an apriori-rare algorithm identifies the minimal rare itemsets (itemsets that do not have any subset which is rare). In the second step, the minimal rare itemsets are used by an MRG-Exp algorithm as a seed for generating the whole set of rare itemsets. A method in  \[[@CR4]\] stated that exploring the itemset space in a bottom-up fashion is costly in term of time and memory consumption since it is common that rare itemsets are found at the top of the search space (i.e., in the last iteration steps). Instead, they have proposed AfRIM using a top-down traversal approach. AfRIM starts with the largest n-itemset that contains all unique items found in a dataset. It discovers the candidate n-1-itemset subsets from rare n-itemsets and collects the interesting rare itemsets. Still, AfRIM is a time-consuming method since it considers zero-itemsets in the mining process as it begins from the largest itemset that contains all distinct items in the dataset. To avoid zero-itemset generation, the rarity algorithm  \[[@CR5]\] is proposed for retrieving rare itemset. It works similar to AfRIM except that it starts from items in the longest transaction in the dataset.

In  \[[@CR11]\], the first breadth-first search algorithm MSapriori, is proposed to extract both frequent and rare itemsets under different support thresholds (MIS). The MSapriori algorithm and its optimizations  \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\] extract frequent itemsets including rare ones by assigning lower support thresholds for rare (infrequent) itemsets than for most common (frequent) itemsets. Hence, they work similarly to the former apriori  \[[@CR2]\] with the following major difference: It declares an itemset (frequent and rare) as an interesting itemset if its support satisfies the lowest MIS of items within it.

Level-Depth Exploration Methods {#Sec5}
-------------------------------

The above methods use the formal apriori algorithm  \[[@CR1]\], which is computationally expensive since 1) they employ candidate generation and test fashion, and 2) redundant scans over the dataset for each new generated candidate itemset. Furthermore, these methods spend a huge amount of time searching for the whole candidate itemsets (including useless itemsets whose support is zero) in order to identify the rare itemsets. To overcome these problems, several methods  \[[@CR21]--[@CR24]\] are presented to discover most common (frequent) itemsets including unusual (rare itemsets). CFP-growth  \[[@CR23]\] and its optimization CFP-growth++  \[[@CR24]\] algorithms scan the dataset once to build a CFP-tree. Then, they reconstruct the tree by employing several punning and merging techniques. Reconstruction of the tree is computationally expensive in terms of memory and time consumption. To overcome this shortcoming, the MISFP-growth algorithm  \[[@CR21]\] is proposed to extract frequent itemsets including rare ones under MIS. The MISFP-growth efficiently builds the tree without a need for the reconstruction phase. Unlike the FP-growth based methods, mis-eclat  \[[@CR22]\] utilizes a vertical representation of data to extract both frequent and rare itemsets. Although these methods address the rare itemset problem, they suffer from overly huge itemsets since they extract both frequent and rare itemsets.

Focusing only on rare itemsets, the RP-Tree algorithm  \[[@CR6]\] is proposed to extract rare itemsets without the expensive itemset generation and pruning steps. It utilizes a tree data structure, the FP-Tree  \[[@CR12]\]. The RP-Tree is based on FP-growth, which uses a divide-and-conquer approach to generate rare itemsets. However, for each rare item, RP-growth generates a conditional tree in the mining process for generating rare itemsets. The RP-growth method becomes costly when datasets are sparse since building RP-trees, which bases on conditional pattern, recurrently makes RP-growth inefficient. It is common that rare itemsets mostly occur in sparse datasets. Hence, how to design efficient mining methods for mining rare itemsets is still a critical research problem.

Mining Rare Itemsets with Rare Pre Post (RPP) Algorithm {#Sec6}
=======================================================

Inspired by PrePost algorithm in  \[[@CR13]\], we propose the rare pre post algorithm (RPP) to extract meaningful rare itemsets. The RPP involves three sequential phases as follows.

At the first step, we build a Rare Pre-Post Code tree (RPPC-tree) to store all information needed to extract rare itemsets. The RPPC-tree is constructed by adding transactions that contain at least one rare item. Each node in the RPPC-tree consists of four fields: item name, count, pre-order rank and post-order rank. Item name represents the name of the item that this node represents. Count registers the number of transactions that reaches this node. Pre-order and post-order ranks stand for the number of traversed nodes from the root to this node when using pre or post order traversal.At the second step, we traverse the RPPC-tree to generate the rare pre post code (RPP-code) for each node in the RPPC-tree. For a node X in the RPPC-tree, the tuple of {(X-pre-order, X-post-order): count} is called the RPP-code of X. For performance reasons, the RPP-codes are sorted in an ascending order according to their pre-order values. The RPP-codes of nodes that contain the same item X in the RPPC-tree is called RN-list of X, which is generated in Step 3.For the mining process, the RPP algorithm constructs RN-lists by considering only the rare items. The RPP method iteratively constructs RN-lists of rare itemsets of length k by intersecting RN-lists of rare itemsets of length k−1. Finally, this process is terminated when there is no more RN-list that can be intersected with.

To show how the RPP method works, let us consider our motivating example to illustrate the three required phases of RPP algorithm in the following.Fig. 1.RPPC-tree after adding all transactions in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

Construction of the RPPC-tree {#Sec7}
-----------------------------

To hold the necessary information from a dataset, the RPPC-tree is constructed. The tree is built by scanning the dataset twice. In the first scan, the support of 1-itemsets is counted. In the second scan, we add a transaction into the tree if the transaction has at least one rare item (item with support no greater than *maxSup* and no less than *minSup*). The RPPC-tree looks like the RP-tree and it can be defined as follows.

### Definition 3 {#FPar3}

The RPPC-tree is a tree structure with the following properties: It consists of one root node, which is labeled as "null" , and a set of nodes as the children of the root. Except the root, each node in the RPPC-tree consists of four fields: item-name, count, pre-order, and post-order. Item name holds the name of the item that this node represents. Count registers the number of transactions that reaches this node. A pre-post rank of a node registers the pre-order and post-order for each node within the tree, i.e., its position when traversing the tree in pre-order or post-order fashion, respectively.

Following the motivating example, we show how the RPPC-tree is constructed. To build the RPPC-tree, the dataset is scanned twice. In the first scan, we calculate the support of the 1-items and eliminate useless items with support less than *minSup*. For instance, the items g, h are discarded since their support equals 1 which is less than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$minSup=2$$\end{document}$. The interesting items are sorted in descending support order as in the right column in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. In the second scan, the transactions in the right column in the Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} are used to construct the RPPC-tree. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the final RPPC-tree after adding all transactions. As it can be seen from Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, each node registers the item that this node represents, the number of transactions that reach this node, and the pre-post rank of the node. For instance, the node c, its item name is c, its count = 3 and (2, 3) is a pre-post rank of the node c.Table 2.RN-lists of interesting rare items.ItemRPP-codesSupportb{(1, 5): 4}4c{(2, 3):3, (7, 8):1}4a{(3, 2):3}3d{(4, 0):1, (6, 4):1, (8,7):1}3e{(5, 1):1, (9, 6):1}2

Generating RN-list of Items {#Sec8}
---------------------------

The main purpose of the RPPC-tree is to generate the RN-lists of items. The RN-lists hold all necessary information for discovering the whole set of rare itemsets. To construct the RN-lists of items, first, the pre-post codes are generated for each node in the RPPC-tree by traversing the tree in pre and post order.

For a node X, its pre-post code is called RPP-code ((X.pre-order, X.post-order): count). For instance, the RPP-code of node a is ((3, 2): 3) indicating that a.pre-order is 3, a.post-order is 2, and its count is 3. The list of the RPP-codes of nodes that hold the same item X in the RPPC-tree is called the RN-list of X. The RPP-codes are sorted in ascending order of their pre-order values. For instance, a node (e: 2) in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} has two RPP-codes which are ((5, 1):1), and ((9, 6):1). Then, the RN-list of the itemset e is {((5, 1):1, ((9, 6):1)}. The advantage of the RN-list approach is its easy support calculation. For the RN-list of itemset X, which is denoted by (x1, y1): z1, (x2, y2): z2, . . . , (xm, ym) : zm, its support is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{z1} + \mathrm{z2} + \ldots + \mathrm{zm}$$\end{document}$. For instance, the RN-list of the itemset e are {((5, 1):1, ((9, 6):1)} and its support is 2. Following the motivating example, Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the RN-list of all interesting 1-itemset.

Generation of Rare Itemsets {#Sec9}
---------------------------

The rare itemsets can be generated by using the information that is contained in the RN-lists of itemsets. For RN-lists X, Y, the itemset XY can be generated if X is an ancestor of Y. We call a node X as an ancestor of node Y when: X.pre-order \<Y.pre-order and X.post-order\> Y.post-order (i.e., we call it an ancestor-descendant relation). To generate the itemset XY, we traverse the RPP-codes of X and compare them with the RPP-codes of Y. Then, if the ancestor-descendant relation of X and Y holds (i.e., they are in the same path), we add the RPP-code of X to the RN-list of XY. For the support count, we add Y.count to the generated RN-list of XY since the items are sorted according to their descending support (i.e., the itemset X occurs together with itemset Y at most Y.count). Following our motivating example, we illustrate this phase as follows. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} contains the RN-list of all 1-itemsets. To shrink the search space, we compare the RN-list of itemsets with only the RN-list of rare items that satisfy both of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$minSup=2$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$maxSup=4$$\end{document}$. Thus, the RN-lists of {a, d, e} are used to generate the whole set of rare itemsets. For instance, to generate rare itemset {ce}, we first check whether the support of item e satisfies Definition [3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}. We find out that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$minSup=2 \le Sup (e)= 2 < maxSup = 4$$\end{document}$. Then, we compare the RN-list of c with RN-list of e as follows.

The RN-list of the itemset c is {(2, 3): 3, (7, 8): 1}, and the RN-list of the itemset e is {(5, 1):1, (9, 6):1}. We compare each RPP-code of c with all RPP-codes of the itemset e to generate the itemset ce.The RPP-code of c ((2, 3): 3) is compared with the first RPP-code of e ((5, 1):1). We notice that 2 \< 5 and 3  \> 1, which satisfies the ancestor-descendant relation. Then, we add the RPP-code {(2, 3): 1} to the RN-list of ce {(2, 3): 1}. Notice, we add the count of itemset e since it is descendant of c and cannot occur together more than e.count.The RPP-code of c ((2, 3): 3) is compared with the next RPP-code of e ((9, 6):1). We find that 2 \< 9 and 3 \< 6, which does not satisfy the ancestor-descendant relation. Then, we would go for the next RPP-code of e. Since there is no further RPP-code of e, we traverse the next RPP-code of c.The RPP-code of c ((7, 8): 1) is compared with the first RPP-code of e ((5, 1):1). We find that 7 \> 5 and 8 \> 1, which does not satisfy the ancestor-descendant relation. Hence, we do not add this RPP-code to the RN-list of itemset ce.The RPP-code of c ((7, 8): 1) is compared with the next RPP-code of e ((9, 6):1). The ancestor-descendant relation 7 \< 9 and 8 \> 1, holds. Thus, we add ((7, 8): 1) to the RN-list of ce {(2, 3):1, (7, 8): 1}.The resulted RN-list of the itemset ce is {(2, 3): 1, (7, 8): 1}.The support of the itemset ce is 2. Thus, the itemset ce is interesting rare itemset since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$minSup = 2 \le sup (ce) = 2 < maxSup = 4$$\end{document}$.

Similar to the above steps, the process is repeated for the remaining itemsets. The final rare itemsets for our example are {a: 3, e: 2, d: 2, ba:3, bd: 2, ca:3, cd: 2, ce: 2, bca: 3}. We generate rare itemsets only from rare items {a, d, e}. For instance, the RN-list of the itemset c will not be compared with the RN-list of b since the support of the itemset b is not less than the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$maxSup=4$$\end{document}$ value.

Experimental Results {#Sec10}
====================

To measure the performance of the RRP algorithm, we compare its performance with the state of art algorithm for mining rare itemset, RP-growth  \[[@CR6]\]. We carried out several experiments on four real-world datasets: Mushroom, Retail, Pumsb, and Kosarak. Both, sparse datasets (Kosarak, Retail), and dense datasets (Mushroom, Pumsb) are used for the evaluation process. The characteristics of the datasets are summarized in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. For each dataset, the number of transactions, the number of distinct items, and an average transaction are denoted by \# of Trans, \# of items, and AvgTrans, respectively. The last column in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the density of the datasets. The datasets are downloaded from FIMI  \[[@CR7]\]. The experiments run on windows 10, 64 bit operating system, Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU 2.80 GHz with 16 GB main memory, and 1 TB hard disk. The algorithms are implemented in Java to have a common implementation environment. The source code of RP-growth is downloaded from  \[[@CR20]\].Table 3.The characteristics of the datasets.DatasetSize (MB)\# Items\# TransAvgTransMaxSupMinSup (%)Mushroom19.31198124230.01{0.1, 0.2,\..., 0.9}Retail4.216,47088,12610.30.1{0.1, 0.2,\..., 1}Pumsb16.32,11349046740.8{52.5, 55, \..., 70}Kosarak30.541,271990,0028.10.01{0.1, 0.2,\..., 0.9}

Execution Time {#Sec11}
--------------

We compare our RPP algorithm with RP-growth to evaluate the execution time on all the datasets in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. For all experiments, we use two support thresholds (*maxSup* and *minSup*) to extract rare itemsets. For each experiment, we fix the *maxSup* support threshold and vary the minimum rare support threshold (*minSup*), as shown in columns (*maxSup*, *minSup*) in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. The interesting rare itemsets should be less than *maxSup* and greater or equal to *minSup*. In each graph, the X-axis represents the varied values of *minSup*, whereas the Y-axis stands for the execution time. Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}(a)--(d) show the performance of the proposed algorithm, RPP, and RP-growth algorithm in terms of runtime. The graphs show that our RPP algorithm outperforms RP-growth for all datasets. The advantage of our RPP algorithm is that it utilizes only RN-lists of rare itemsets to generate rare itemsets. In contrast, the RP-growth is costly since it builds conditional trees for each rare item during the mining process. It can be noticed from the graphs that the RPP algorithm is orders of magnitude faster than RP-growth at low *minSup* values. This is a significant improvement since most of the interesting rare itemsets can be generated with low *minSup* value. It can be observed from the graphs that the performance is approximately the same when increasing the *minSup* value. They gained the same performance when the *minSup* value increased since the difference between *maxSup* and *minSup* is decreased, and a small number of rare itemsets will be generated.Fig. 2.Execution time of RP-growth and our RPP algorithm for different datasets.

Memory Consumption {#Sec12}
------------------

To evaluate the memory cost, we use the same factors that are shown in columns (*maxSup*, *minSup*) in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}(a)--(d) show the memory cost of RPP and RP-growth algorithms on all datasets at different *minSup* values. Similar to the execution time figures, the *maxSup* value is fixed, while the *minSup* value is changed. In all figures, *minSup* values are located at X-axes, whereas the Y-axes represent the memory consumption by both algorithms. Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}(a)--(b) show the memory cost of RPP algorithm and RP-growth algorithm on the retail and Kosarak datasets. The graphs show that our RPP algorithm consumes less memory than the RP-growth algorithm for the sparse datasets. For the retail dataset, the RPP algorithm consumes less memory than the RP-growth when the *minSup* value exceeds 0.3%, and it consumes a little more memory than the RP-growth when the *minSup* value exceeds 0.6%. Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}(b) shows the memory consumption of RPP and RP growth algorithms on the very sparse datasets, Kosarak. Notably, the RPP algorithm consumes a little less memory than RP-growth for all *minSup* values. For dense datasets (Mushroom, Pumsb), Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}(c) and Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}(d) show the memory consumption of RPP and RP-growth algorithms. The RPP algorithm consumes more memory than the RP-growth algorithm on Mushroom and Pumsb datasets.Fig. 3.Memory consumption of RP-growth and our RPP algorithm for different datasets.

Scalability {#Sec13}
-----------

To evaluate the scalability of RPP algorithm and the RP-growth, we choose the largest dataset, Kosarak. It contains about 1 million transactions. The dataset is equally divided into ten parts. For each experiment, we add 10 % to the previous accumulative parts. Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}(a)--(b) demonstrates the experimental results of the RPP and RP-growth algorithms in terms of time and memory consumption. The graphs illustrate that the proposed RPP algorithm scales better than RP-growth when increasing the size of the dataset. The RPP algorithm requires less time and memory since it depends on RN-lists of rare itemsets during the mining process. For RP-growth, it needs to traverse a big search space and generate a large number of conditional trees to generate rare itemsets. To sum up, our RPP algorithm is faster than RP-growth on all datasets that are given in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. For memory consumption, our RPP algorithm requires less memory on sparse datasets, and it consumes more memory on dense datasets. Finally, when the size of the dataset increases, our RPP algorithm scales better than RP-growth.Fig. 4.Scalability of our RPP algorithm compared to RP-growth for the Kosarak dataset.

Conclusion {#Sec14}
==========

In this paper, we proposed the RPP algorithm to discover the whole set of rare itemsets. The RPP algorithm utilizes RN-lists of items, which contains the whole information needed to generate rare itemsets. The RPP algorithm shrinks the search since 1) it avoids redundant scans of the dataset, 2) it extracts the whole set of interesting rare itemsets without generating conditional trees, and 3) the support of the generated itemsets is calculated by intersection operations. To test the performance of the RPP algorithm, we compared its performance with the well-known algorithm for rare itemsets mining on dense and sparse datasets, the RP-growth algorithm. The experimental results showed that the RPP algorithm is significantly better than the RP-growth algorithm in terms of execution time, memory cost, and scalability.
